
evoking eros

Your Erotic Embodiment

Initiation Of Self Discovery ...

 

A weekly 2 Hour Coaching Session &

Embodiment Practice Per Week 

Transformative virtual 

Mon-Friday weekly  support 

Through 4 Months erotic intimacy initiation

we work 1:1 

photoshoot  - experience who you are

beyond the veil to connect with your

erotic feminine and masculine 
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After this 1:1 journeying... You should ..

 

Feeling empowered, inspired and deeply connected to

your body 

 

Become an even more powerful creator, manifestor and

generator

 

Ease, speed and flow in magnetizing what you desire 

Be the embodiment of vibrance, radiance and internal

and external glow on and off your cycle...

 

find your play 
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No longer hold shame, blame, fear or guilt around being

you and your sexual desires 

 

Stronger communication, confidence and magnificence

when being around others 

 

Access more pleasure, play, and JOY on a daily basis in

and out the bedroom

 

Find harmony between your masculine and feminine

energies and live your life with balance

 

find pleasure 
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Ignite and Activate your sexual energy meaning more

creative flow, freedom and increase in your intuition

and clair senses so you can channel your energy into

your work 

 

 

Awaken your truest essence that is captivating,

seductive and fully activated in your wholeness

Abundance that is ever flowing and over pouring 

 

 

 

find freedom
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Illuminating and alchemizing your sexual

shadows, shame and pain from the past 

Liberating of fears 

Exploring desire and darkness with love and

acceptance 

Creating safety and boundaries vs boundless

expression 

 

1st Erotic Initiation 

 

 

 

 

 

focus areas 
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Orgasmic energy states and creating through

sexual energy (using sexual energy as rocket fuel

in every area of your life)

The science and art of magnetism and seduction 

Unlocking your sexual mastery

The power devotion of feminine surrender to

receive and allow 

 

1st Erotic Initiation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

focus areas 
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Expanding pleasure 

Balancing Lover vs Leader

Dance with the darkness and find your delicious

desires fulfilled

Confidently embodying your feminine identity 

Connecting and working with your body, libido and 

 

2nd erotic Initiation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

focus areas 
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hormones to consciously create

Evoking your excellence

Pussy portal activation and Yoni Yearning & Love 

Wonders of the womb 

Manifesting through Orgasm 

From Shadow to Wholeness

Create sacred intimacy with your lover 

Relationship Dynamics

The limitless potentials of erotic possibilities and

the female orgasm

 

2nd erotic Initiation 

 

 

 

focus areas 
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hormones to consciously create

Evoking your excellence

Pussy portal activation and Yoni Yearning & Love 

Wonders of the womb 

Manifesting through Orgasm 

From Shadow to Wholeness

Create sacred intimacy with your lover 

Relationship Dynamics

The limitless potentials of erotic possibilities and

the female orgasm

 

2nd erotic Initiation 

 

 

Virtual Photoshoot and 1:1 ceremony at the end of the

programme to celebrate your REBIRTH 

 

focus areas 
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